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MEMO OF COMPLAINT 
By Shri S B Hosmani by his Authorised Representative Tushar MBaddi R/o Hubballi 

BRIEF FACTS 

d.T0.).o(0) 

On behalf of Shri Shivangouda B Hosrnani it is most respectfully subnítted that, he has obtained a electricity supply to his undeveloped (Non electrified) plot bearing no. 187 at Srishail Nagar, Bidnal, Old Hubballi to the tune of 8KW. 
1. That on going through the record it is noticed that the Development charges collected by HESCOM is Rs 137250/-which is contrary to the KERC (RoE) Regulations 2020 Tenth Amendment. 
2. As per the preface of the KERC (RoE) Regulations 2020 Tenth Amendment quoted at para "b" the HESCOM ought to have collected the development charges as collected prior to the KERC (RoE) Tenth Amendment. 

iv. 5KWx Rs 650/- i.e. Rs 3250/ 

3. Even assuming but not admitting, as far as the present scenario is concerned, as per clause 3.2.3 (ii)(b) the HESCOM ought to have collected the development charges of Rs 16750/- for the first 3KW and thereafter as per Note (1 ) Rs 650/- for the loads above 3KW which is retained as existing prior to the Tenth Amendment. 
4. Such being the case the Respondent Licensee has collected the development charges as under: iii. 8KWx Rs 16750/- i.e. Rs 134000/ 

5. The Licensee instead of collecting the development charges of Rs S53500/- according to the amendment instead has collected Rs 137250/- therefore retention of excess amount of Rs 83750/- leads to unjust enrichment. 
6. Such being the facts of the case, collection of amount contrary to the Regulations framed there under amounts to illegal and unjust enrichment to the HESCOM at the cost of public exchequer needs to be refunded immediately with interest at Bank Rate in terms of clause 29.08 of KERC Conditions of Supply. 

In view of the aforesaid paras direction is sought to: 
a. Refund the excess development charges collected so far as the case is concened. b. Interest in terms of clause 29.08 of KERC Conditions of Supply on the excess collected amount from the date of collection till the date of refund. 

Bank Interest (SBI base rate per annum) as per section 62(6) of Electricity Act. 
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